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Introduction

The relationship between population and environment has been
discussed during the last few years and international attention to
this issue is increasing. The study of populati.on and its relationship
to the environment is a challenge because this relationship is often
subtle and complex. In other words, the population-environment
interaction is a dynamic set of relationships. The objective of this
paper is to examine significant factors, such as the personal views
of academics, lack of accurate data, lack of perfect models, and
oversimplification of a factor which are generally considered to
make the population-environment relationship long standing and as
well as complex. This paper will also focus on issues that are
appropriate at this moment in order to advance the populationenvironment debate. Finally, some concluding remarks regarding
the population-environment research are made.
Factors keeping the relationship complex

First of all, there are disciplinary boundaries between these two
subjects, population and environment. From the conceptual point
of view, on the one hand, population is narrowly conceived and
easily confined. Moreover, it can be easily grasped, observed and
measured, and the measures permit projections and interpolations
that have a high degree of validity. The environment, on the other
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hand, is everything that humans do which has an impact on the
planet. It is broad, ambiguous, and apparently boundless.
Similarly, organizationally population is served by one academic
discipline, tightly cohesive, very powerful and with a very narrow
technology, which is located more in sociology than in any other
discipline (Ness, 199498). There are, of course, economists,
geographers, statisticians, and a few political scientists who deal
with population, but sociology is the dominant home and within
that home, demography is a highly cohesive discipline. The
environment, on the other hand, is the field of many specialized
disciplines, from anthropology to zoology and almost everything in
between. Another significant difficulty of addressing the linkage
between population and environment is political sensitivities. It is
hard to bring people together from different discipline and walks of
life, with very different agendas, to try to talk about this linkage
(Ness, 1994;98-9; Ness et a1.,1993:Introduction 3-4).
Secondly, academics views on the effects of population growth
on the environment have put up the population-environment debate
as long standing and highly controversial. In other words, the
debate has been bedeviled by polar oppositions. Malthus argument
was that human population has the power to increase geometrically
but food production can only increase arithmetically and as a result
population pressure has an impact on the land as well as
environment (Harding, 1995: 167). The root of the modern
controversy was probably the pessimistic statement of the
population problem hy Malthusian such as Ehrlich, who says that
population growth is the top root of all our problems. In contrast,
Simon brings an equal opposite response that 'moderate' (less
than 2 per cent a year) population growth is not a source of any
problems at all and is a good thing (Harrison, 1994: 18; Harding,
1995: 165-167). He indicates that this moderate population growth
has a positive effect on welfare in the 'medium-run', that is, after a
'short-run' period of thirty to eighty years (Simon, 1977 cited in
Birdsall, 1992: 375).
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Although Boserup acltnowledges that the relatiol?sliip between
population and tecl~nological change is a complicated one,
increasing population size will make life easier because there will
be more people to share the burden of collective investments; but it
may also make life more difficult because the ratio of natural
resources to population decreases (Boserup, 1981: 5). Given this
statement, there is a misunderstanding between academics in
defining Bosex-LIP'Sposition regarding the population-environment
debate. I-lai-lison (1994: 20-21) believes that she is accepting that
population gowth causes environxne~ltalproblems. Moreover, the
'revisionists' characterized as 'revisionist Malthusian' argue that
population can be viewed as only one among several factors that
slow develop~nent,and not as a threat to natural resources
(Birdsall, 1992: 375).
In fact, there is no consensus on the effects of population
growth on environment. Any comprehensive debate is welcomed,
but the problem is that most researchers are tlying to answer one or
other of these positions rather than any alternative way of tl~i~ilting
of this issue. It seems that researchers have oi~lythree choices: to
believe that population growth is the nuli~berone threat to the
human race like Malthusian arguments; to think population growth
is not any kind of threat to the human race according to Simon's
ideas; or to decide that it is not onc the real problerns but merely
what some people call 'an exacerbating factor' of resource
depletion along with environment problems (Harrison, 1994: 18).
Tlle third reason for the weak observed relationsl~ipbetween
environmental and population concern is the lack of current and
accurate data. Populatio~ldata is much more accurately known,
especially wit11 regard to its evolution over long periods of time,
tlian much of the data relating to important aspects of physical
environment and ac~ivitiesof IiumankinJ within it. The problem is
that population data are far from being geograpl~icallyideal, as
they are identified with political and administrative units rather
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than environmental areas. Population data are not easily related to
environmental regions, and conceptually there have been few
attempts to calculate the population of climate zones (Mullei~vine,
1987 cited in Zaba and Clarke, 1994: 10). or vegetational zones, or
altitude or distance from the sea (Staszewski, 1957, 1959 cited in
Zaba and Clarke, 1994: 10-11). The regular population data
consistency cheeks to apply to estimate
provide us with powerf~~l
population size and growth, but these checlts have no counterpart
in the measurement of factors such as land use, food production,
air quality and water availability. Only a few developed countries
have geocoded population data which can both provide a uniform
grid for analysis of population concentration, and be linked to
remotely-sensed environmental data using recent developments in
geographical infolmation system which enable the checking,
integration, analysis and display of data (Zaba and Clarke, 1994:
10-11). Therefore, lack of data is generally considered one of
major obstacles in analyzing
the population-environment
interactions.
Fourthly, there is no perfect scientific theory or inodel of the
population-environment relationship; the decomposition devised
by Ehrlich and Holdren is only the well-known model. Ehrlicl~and
Holdrens's formula is:

Where I= environmental impact, P= population size, A= per
capita consumption (determined by income and lifestyle), and T=
environmentally h a ~ m ftechnology
~~l
that supplies A.

A variation of this formula proposed by the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) is
expected to more helpful in the population-environment analysis:
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Where I= the impact of human activities on the environment,
P= population size, L= lifestyle particularly in terms of per capita
consumption, 0 = Organizational style of the society (e.g. use of
environmental regulations), and T= use of technologies to meet the
needs of population (Cocks, 1996: 113).
In fact, both these formulas are just a helpful way to fix some
basic ideas, but the linkages are much more conlplex than these
summary equations can encapsulate. Each of the variables has
many dimensions, and the variables are not necessarily
independent of each other (Population Issues Committee,
1991 :39). Moreover, these theories are not testable theories.
Testing them would require some simple means of measuring
complex, multidimensional variables and then being able to find
data that would allow such meas~lrementin a variety of situations
(Cocks, 1996: 113-1 14). When Ehrlich formulated I=P*A*T, he
chose three basic factors (variables): population, consumption and
technology that act directly on the environment. People always
consume resources even at the hunter-gatherer level and hence
some kind of technology is always involved. In other words,
people, consumption and technology are always correlated.
However, apart from these four factors there might be other
factors, which are needed to define the population-environment
relationship. For instance, the role of social organization has been
discussed widely in considering the population-environment
relationship. According to McNicoll(1989: 15 I), little can usefully
be said about human population-environment interactions until
details of technology, social organization and culture are brought
into the discussion. Similarly, Preston (1994: 88) argues that
beyond the biological model (e.g. I-PAT), it is inost important to
recognize that humans create institutions that can mitigate the
environmental impact of ~opulationgrowth. The most important of
these institutions are those that govern ownership and access to
natural resources, especially land. For instance, Preston states the
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role of the social organizatiolis in environniental protcction, which
is also highlighted by a comparison of forest resources in China
and Japan (Matlier, 1986 cited in Preston, 1994: 89).
M(-\reover.
in l-ural areas of Bangladesh, niany non-gove~i~mentsocial
organizations such as the Granieen Bank, tlie Bangladesh Rural
Advancement Comtnittee (BTAC) and Proshikc1 have initiated
community programs i~singpoor people in order to manage their
natural resources better leading to ~naintaining a sustainable
environment (Farid, 1997: 2 1 ). In addition, Commoner (199 1 ; 58)
points out that population is only one of several factors that can
influence environrncntal quality and that the degree of its influence
cannot be assessed without comparing it with the effects of other
relevant fxtors.

Issues to advance the debate
'The study of tlie populatioli-e~iviro~ime~it
relatio17ship is a
niultidisciplinaly approach; and hence, naturally, there will be a
number of problems in defining the population-environment
relationship. To solve these problems, more inteniational attention
as well as domestic attention is needed. In fact, tlie populationenvironment debate has been sidelined in the major discussio~i
forums concerning each of environnient and population.
Nowadays, it seems that population and environment are at the
heart of the development progsam. But, unfol-tunately, population
did not have a central place in the United Nations World
Conference on Environment and Dcvelopmcnt in 1992 and,
siniilarly, environment has not becn a pro~ninent issue in the
various world population conferences, including the Cairo
conference in 1994 (Harding, 1995: 166). On the other hand, since
this relationship requires a multidisciplina~yapproach, input froni
many discipline are needed to address population and environment
problems. Tllerefore, international and domestic organizations
should encourage close collaboration between demographers,
environmentalists and others specialists.
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Anotlier l e y point is that wc sliould not ovcl-simplify anything;
to clioose one factor as dominant and dismiss ellcrything else as
secondary is niisleading alid oftcn paints an inaccmatc picture of
tlic population-cliviro~imentintcraction. As mcntio17cd beforc. the
pop~~latioli-cnvironn~e~it
issue rec1ui1-es a ~ii~~llidisciplinaly
approach. Hut, thcre liave bccn more polemics than
comlsreliensive scientific analysis regarding tlie population. cnviron~iienlintcraction (Zaba and Clarke, 1994; 10) and little
concentration lias becn given to analyzing its nature in order to rcconstruct it in a form niore likcly to produce uscfill outccmes. 'l'o
construct this interaction in a form, collaboration must be
cl;couragcd betwecn demographers. environlnelitalists and other
specialists. As a rcsult. the boundaries of each researcher's effort
will be extcnded by this collaboration. Moreovcr, these
cndcavours will cnhance the ability to determine the 1.elations11ip
lxt\veeli population and cnviron~nent.
Morcovc~.,lack of accurate data is being considered one of tlic
major obstacles to identify thc population-cnviron~iicnt
relationsliip. I3ut tlie cluestion is; if we liavc acc~u-atcdata, even
Limc series data, and a perfecl model as wcll, will it be possible to
dctcrminc this rclationsliip? Bccause evcry impact that population
growth has on tlie environment and every impact that environnic~lt
lias on tlic population is also nlcdiated by solile for111 of social
organization as well as cult~u-e.'l'lie prcssure on nr~turalresourccs
as well as environn~entis a result of liun~anconsumption, and the
way we produce and handle consumcr goods varies in different
socio-cultural ruid physical conditions. I-Icnce, we need to think
about how !lie role of social o~ga~tization
and cultill-e can be
intcrpretecl in this I-ciationship. 111 ~tddition,we do not know
actually Lvliat sorts of data arc nccdcd to idcntify this relationship.
'flicrcfore, collecting reliable and valid data sliould be encoul-aged.
iIowever, soriie f~~ndan~ental
problcms liave not bce11discussed in
this paper. or instance, scale is a very significant ractor in the
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population-environment relationship because it is difficult to link
explanations at different levels from the individual to the global.
Regarding this problem. Lutz (1994: 48) thinks that one possible
approach to the solution of this problem is to conduct case studies
on the population-environment interactions by conlbinin~the
model and data. This example implies that researchers are always
looking for a way to be able to solve different problems so that a
solution to this debate can be found.

Conclusion
Researchers have to emphasize every issue that has arisen
regarding the population-environment debatc. Data and models, of
course, are llceded to define ,, c population-environment
relations ip; there should also be numerous attempts to undertake
join population and environment research, both at organizational
and conceptual levels. Similarly, collaboration between spe~ialists
from different 'discipline. and thinking beyond polarization is
imperative if the debate is to clearly define the relationship
between population and environment.
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